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where some ideas about isolation being just a 

concept but not a real possibility ignited. 


THE summer made me think on the importance of 

generating space for gatherings and exchange of 

information/skills on non institutionalised or production 

related ways, maybe even not propositional ways. 

Spaces which helps to legitimise ones role and value in 

their social ecology. This has, also,  a lot to do with the 

frequency in which such gatherings happen. For 

exemple,  Summer festivals would be extremely 

effective hubs if they would happen more than once a 

year. How much we insist in certain practices will inform 

how that practice can effectively generate and/or inspire 

transformation.


THE question of how can we create mass 

movement/action towards a regenerative future 

keeps on coming. And I was happy to discover that 

Hungary has a past agency with such movements (I 

learn about this few days ago). Apparently, one of 

Gandhi’s inspirations for the Salt Marches in India, 

was the Hungarian resistance against the Austrian 

domination in the mids XIX century. What is 

understood by academics as being the first mass 

movement of nonviolence resistance in history. 

Nonviolent resistance and aspects of the free party 

movement, together with thoughts borrowed from 

regenerative agriculture had inspired a lot of 

motivation in attempting to facilitated our gathering 

in December.  

SO, in December we will be creating together a vessel 

where we can exchange creatively our skills  . Is about 

learning, and getting to try things while getting to 

know each other. We can hold space, party, purge, 

love, plan, do, instigate and inspired each others. And 

hopefully keep spreading and spelling change in the 

ecology we find ourselves in. I am excited about the 

possibilities. 

MORE TO COME SOON.  

THROUGHOUT spring until now - end of summer - I 

travel around and met different people, artists, 

curators, producers, activists, healers,  jobless, 

homeless, travellers… Inserted in different contexts, 

as a congress, associations, rave parties, summer 

festivals, collectives; ordinary meetings on bars or 

simply at their homes or workspaces… 

IN each meeting, was evident the great potential each 

persons holds, as a container of knowledge, and as a 

force in creating movement inside their contexts in 

order to promote change. Cases, as the vegan cook 

activist Tash that was preparing meals for over 500 

people for a whole week; placed passion in evident 

perspective, in order to make a -seemly impossible 

task- to happen gracefully, trilling everyone around by 

her energy, she would easily gather volunteers for the 

kitchen.  

WHAT I learn with Tash in the summer was more than 

the power food have to make people come together, by 

being a way in which we literally incorporate our 

environment, once we are eating and assimilating water, 

minerals and chemicals from specific geography and 

landscape. But, she showed me how powerful it is 

when a community decide to dedicate time to a goal.


THIS feeling of how much - care - can create social 

change had reciprocate in all my meetings and has 

showed how it operates in a multi scaled manner. 

From a simple 1 to 1 dialog, to a massive effort of 

holding space, on utopian vessels where we rehears 

different ways of existing - in the case of rave 

parties and summer festivals -. 

ANY vessel that promotes community empowerment 

should be preserved as an essential part of the 

ecology we live in, and as a key component on 

figuring out what future can mean. Definitely the 

future is a place we never been, definitely the future 

should not be nostalgic and definitely revolutions 

won’t happen in places, but real transformation will 

depart from within , from our ability to really connect 

wit each other and care. Allowing ourselves to unfold 

our bodies as the open circuit they are. An open 

circuit with its immediate surroundings. And is here, 


